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simplest metal appliances?  Yet such people can build
Christian chapels . . . and the native Wesleyan chapel
in Tonga is due to British influence, even if the excavator
finds no British crockery on its site.3
Our conclusion must be that any community which
borrows arts and crafts from outsiders is likely to be more
deeply indebted to them for ideas and beliefs.
There is no part of the habitable world which has not
been reached by migrants., conquerors3 traders^ or mis-
sionaries, and it is evident  enough  that   migrants take
more  with them than merely their  bodies^ conquerors
more than their weapons, traders more than their wares, and
missionaries more than their doctrines.   But far-reaching as
are the activities of these four classes, there is yet another
process by which diffusion is brought about.   Savages are,
as we have seen, incapable of devising improvements to
their cultures^ but they are capable of borrowing from their
neighbours traits which arouse their envy, if not too complex.
One example of such borrowing is the horse in America.
In pre-Columbian times there were no riding animals in
America.  Horses were introduced by the Spaniards,, but
their use spread so rapidly that many tribes, when first
seen by whites, were already horse-users (C. Wissler, The
American Indian, p. 34).  Another example is tobacco in
Africa.  It is believed to have been introduced into South
Africa by the Portuguese, at what date is unknown, though
probably early in the sixteenth century.  Within a century
and a half the Dutch found all the tribes which they visited
growing and using it (G. M. Theal, op. cit., p. 268).  I have
seen villages on the frontier of the Sudan towards Uganda
whose sole crop was, and had been from time immemorial
tobacco grown for barter.
We thus see how rapidly traits can travel about the world*
even before the days of steam and petrol, how easily their

